
 Digraph  Links Game details  Resources saved in 
Home learning folder 

Monday  
 
 

or Have a go at writing these 

polysyllabic words –  
Finger 
Splinter  
 
Watch the Mr Thorne video. Please 
see link below.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=TtK7EcfcIEM 

 

Play Roll and Read. Take it in turns to roll the dice and segment 
and then read the word each time. If you land on a picture, orally 
segment the sounds and write the word onto the sheet or onto a 
piece of paper/whiteboard/blackboard. 
  

Roll and read 
PowerPoint  

Tuesday ur Compound words: Please read the 
following words for your child to have 
a try at writing. These are longer 
words made up of two shorter words 
and may be a challenge but the idea 
is to have a try at hearing as many 
sounds as possible and to build 
confidence in reading and writing 
longer words, Break up the word first 
into its two parts before writing: 
Armpit 
Footprint 
Raindrop   

Play real and alien words.  
Print the sheet or write the words and cut them out. 
Read each word and decide if it is a real or alien word.  
Make two piles of words.  
Challenge- could you write the word in a sentence? 

Real and alien sheet.  

Wednesday oo Digraph word hunt. Write down the 
following digraphs  
Or, ur, oo, ng  
Hide them around the room. When 
your child finds the sound encourage 
them to say it out loud. Could they 
think of a word with that sound in?  

 Watch Mr Thorne oo video. Please see the link below.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xNizJl6GAs  
 
Sentence dictation.  
- You could either print the sheet for your child to write onto or 
simply show them the picture and they write on a piece of paper. 
Ask them what they can see. 
-Find the tricky word ‘the’ on their tricky word key ring so they are 
ready to write.  
 
A pair of boots on the mat.  

Sentence dictation 
sheet 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtK7EcfcIEM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtK7EcfcIEM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xNizJl6GAs


 

Thursday ar Watch the ar video please see link 
below: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=lLFON8qBZsE 

Make a pirate board game using the sounds oo and ar. 
  
You can either print the map attached or create your own.  
 
Add in sounds oo and ar along the board game and think of 
some words with those sounds in to add to your game.  
 
Remember when you land on the digraph oo and ar you must 
say them out loud in a pirate accent! 
 
 

 Power point map  

Friday  Tricky 
words 
 
Some 
come   

Tricky word quickwrite.  
Practise writing these 4 tricky words: 
He  
She  
Me  
Be  

Today we focus on two new tricky words. Some and come.  
Parents please write each word on a sheet of paper for your child 
to look at. Talk with them about the letters in the word and how it 
is a tricky word because it cannot be sounded out and blended 
phonetically.  

- Encourage your child to shout the word, whisper the 
word and say it in a happy/ sad voice etc. Make 
memorising the word as much fun as possible.  

- Following this allow your child to practise writing the word 
in a fun way. This could be using paint, porridge, felt 
pens, four or gloop for example. Be as creative as you 
like.  

None required  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLFON8qBZsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLFON8qBZsE

